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Abstract

This paper explores the impact of digitalization on society, covering various aspects such as the transformation of goods and services, value creation, and trade and commerce modalities. It delves into the theoretical understanding of digitalization, encompassing not only technological aspects but also social, ethical, and political considerations. The concept of digi-grasping is introduced as a means to comprehend and engage with the digital world. The paper highlights both the positive and negative impacts of digital media, emphasizes its importance in various industries, and examines its influence on society, politics, lifestyle, and culture. The conclusion emphasizes the significance of learning how to effectively utilize digital media for the betterment of society.
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Introduction

Digitalization is a concept that encompasses the implementation of digital technologies and brings about significant changes in the community. It offers intriguing possibilities and has the potential to reshape the future. Despite its promising prospects, studies indicate that numerous businesses are struggling with the process of digital transformation. This raises questions about the attractiveness of digitalization in the retail market, as exemplified by companies like Amazon and Netflix.

The socio-technical system has a profound impact on the economy and various sectors within the community, including law, ethics, job protection, and ecology. Given the complexity of this task, it becomes crucial to structure the field of action for digitalization. To facilitate this, we employ a framework that comprises three key areas of action:

a. Goods and services: This pertains to the production and distribution of goods and services in the digital era. It explores how digitalization affects the primary, secondary, and service sectors of society.

b. Value creation: This aspect focuses on how digitalization influences the creation and delivery of value to customers. It examines the consequences for different sectors in terms of generating and capturing value.

c. Trade and commerce models: This area delves into the transformation of trade and commerce due to digitalization. It assesses the effects and implications on the primary, secondary, and service sectors, exploring new business models and market dynamics.
By analyzing each sector within this framework, we can better understand the effects and consequences of digitalization on various aspects of society, enabling us to navigate the challenges and opportunities that arise in the process.

KEY TERMS

By clarifying these key terms, we aim to establish a common understanding and framework for discussing the subject of digitalization. This ensures that readers have a solid theoretical and practical foundation to comprehend the implications and impacts of digitalization in various contexts.

THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING

The concept used to describe the phenomena of and Impacts around digitalization and all diffusion of digital technologies. In the paper we take a broad view of what is meant by digital consider not only technological or theoretical terms but also the social, Ethics and Even political Aspects.

EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE

It refers to research that is based mostly on phenomenology. It helps to understand the way inner exist in this world.

EMBODIMENT AND DIGITALITY

Digitality itself as on absent and invisible terms, challenges and quires the possibility of Embodiment in digitality.

NEED FOR BROADENING FUTURES

Many future sensations imagine the endless of Digitalization. The Increase in digital technologies is depicted almost as an inevitable destiny.

DIGI-GRASPING

Digi -grasping means acknowledge both digital and the embodied being from a post digital respective.

HIGH-LIGHTING DIFFERENT ASPECT OF BEING IN DIGITAL PHYSICAL WORLD THROUGH DIFFERENT EXAMPLES

1. Drawing
2. Raising
3. Create changes
4. Highlighting the knowledge
5. Being and doing in the digital world
6. Everyday mystery

DIGITAL KNOWLEDGE HELPS FOR

Awareness of the Digital world

IT helps for aware of the surrounding and permeating digitality being conscious of the presence of the digitality in daily lives. Awareness of one’s presence in the digitality and feeling of intersection with the digital world.

Empowered Being

It useful for focus how things ate to how they could be helps for grasp digitality enables one to outline and question the Inter relationship with the digital world.

Transforming and Aesthetics

Through the digitalization its possible to reclaim agency in the interferes between the physical and digital and to shape the direction of future developments.

Grasping Digitality through making

Through making by hand is a the core of being families. Through making, someone simultaneously time manifests their being as well as con structing moral and aesthetic connection to the in and around the world.
Art as Foreshadows

We can highlighting various aspects of digi – grasping. This is because art can offer a more embodied experience od digitality.

Limitation and further research

Through digitalization ca see ----- tradition culture as well as research.

How has social media energized as a powerful media

Absently we can say social media is a mass communication medium with --- effects all over town as well as rural areas. Digital transformation has not only Influenced trade and commerce but it has also changed in the way we communicate.

Social media has taken place over the business sphere the advertising, Education department. It has a long lasting Impact on the way people like style.

Online communication has brought information to people and audience previous could not be reached. Advertisement and events are being broad-casted on different platform. Today business reply on social media to create brand awareness as well as to encourage to sell their products.

How social media Influenced the way of communication

Influenced by the following factors

a. Needful Business plan(strategy)
b. Online payment information
c. Online healthcare services
d. Creative Society on awareness
e. Disaster management
f. Social reforms and social Justic

IMPACT OF DIGITAL MEDIA ON CHILDREN AND PEOPLE AGE BETWEEN 13 TO 18 YEARS (adolescents)

Impact in a two manner

a. Positive Impacts
b. Negative Impacts

POSITIVE IMPACTS

So many positive aspects of media technology that Impact children and young people

a) Such as skill Development
b) Accessibilities for content of other
c) Opportunities for contest with friend and family
d) Using social media platforms
e) Educating can be enhanced
f) Students can engagedself directed learning
g) Collaborate group project
h) Health related Benefits
i) Enhance medicating
j) Mental health support

NEGATIVE IMPACTS

Other than positive benefits we can point out even Impacts

a) Long term and heavy usage lends addictive condition
b) Mental health Intervention(Disorder)
c) Depression Anxiety disorder
d) Social media on mental health and well being
e) bulling and sexting
f) Bang people abstract for spam, scams, fond

g) Aggression

h) Sex habitation of children

i) Starting to Identity some of the problems

Some of the recommendation in a positive manner. So RANZEP has been recommended many things.

**IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL MEDIA**

Now days Digital media is most powerful weapon and Evaluation equipment. It connect s people in ways news before possible. Digital media is a type of media which covers content and promotions delivered through Digital platform including model computers, podcasts application etc. People firm, Industries and companies use digital media for different distance. Example for Information entertainment games business etc. majority of the buyers and seller are using digital media. Extensively Audience must know the Importance of Digital media. Now day people gathering lot of information by the media only through Digital media. Every minute there is addition of somethings new over the digital source. So role and responsibility is also increasing in ever one life. In recent years there was been significant rise of business based on distance platforms. People will get fast messages through SMS. Television Advertisement, Email marketing Etc.

Types of there are there are number of Digital media

a. TV and Radio

b. Websites and Socia; media

b. Email

d. Mobile Apps

e. SMS Etc.

**Forecast of the Digital society (grasping the future)**

The society is rapidly growing digitalized and connected with computers and mobiles meditating much if people daily activities in one or more ways the degree od digitalization and its consequences are challenging to understand because most of the people are not aware first hand experience about actually feels, Digitalization is abstract and very much hard to realize.

In this Article, We express that in order to grasp the nature and future of a digitalized society. We focus on the merits of broader understanding of digitalization within the field of education and disuse how inverse diverse view is essential to empower people to take part in a digitalized society. In this way digi-grasping very much important.

**Digi-grasping**

This means analysis awareness and involvement in the digital world. By digi-grasping can making and existing in a world that consists of both a digital and a physical society through digi-grasping we can understand and aesthetic connecting to society and also helps for choice and motivation of new structures.

a. Partition in an increasing digitalized world

b. Experienced and perceived determines

c. Introduce the term of digi-grasping

d. Describe the Different Models

e. Locating Digital Domine

**Usage in Industries**

Different Industries are using different areas like a

a. Recreation

b. Technology

c. E-commerce

d. Non-profit

e. Health and Hazard

f. Education (formal and important)

g. Marketing and Propaganda

h. Sports, Political Programme etc.

**Digital Media and Job Opportunities**

People will get huge opportunity as per qualification and choice.
a) Eg. Social Media Manager  
b) Digital Marketing Manager  
c) Content Manager  
d) Graphic Manager  
e) Web Developer  
f) Data Analysis

**Impact on Society**

Two Ways  
➢ Positive  
➢ Negative

Positive

1. Learn New skill and ideas  
2. Communication  
3. Digital Business  
4. Real Time Information  
5. Decrease in Point Media

Negative

1. Addiction  
2. Affects  
3. Information Overload  
4. Lock of Social Stocks  
5. Importance

Ofcourse, in early field they have plus and minus Digital Media is not excepting but we have to select good thinks and mute bad thinks.

**Media and Politics**

We can debate about media and politics. It is a fantastic opportunity for evolving role of media in Nation and International digital media use the Politics refers to the use of online social media platforms in political process and activities.

It helps for develop skills that directly enhance employability including applying critical reviewing skill and implementation.

➢ Digital media is impacting life style and culture  
➢ Digital media is impacting on political culture  
➢ Digital media is influencing on social life style  
➢ Digital media is knowledge-based society  
➢ Digital media give personal entertainment  
➢ Digital media is changing the world trade and commerce.

So, we can say people are more connected than ever.

➢ It gives opportunity and benefits  
➢ Empower people and facilities social interaction  
➢ Digital rise civic particular gives people voice and facilities the creation of communities.  
➢ It helps revolutionizing how work is done.

**Conclusion**

Surely digital media is a life blood of the society. It is a key role of the society. Apart from this digital media’s impact has been worthy to take note of. It has not only provided a new dimension to our life style but also development of communication skill and world wide accessibility. Provide physical and fitness development. So, it is a greatest weapon but we need to learn how to use it effectively instead of getting used by it.
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